
 

 

 

Fact sheet 

  

Cucumber Green Mottle Mosaic Virus (CGMMV) 

What is it? 

Cucumber green mottle mosaic virus (CGMMV) is a plant disease that occurs in Europe, Asia, the 
Middle East, and some parts of the USA and Canada. 

CGMMV was considered exotic to Australia up until September 2014, when it was detected on melon 
crops in the Northern Territory. Subsequently it was detected in Queensland on melon crops in April 
2015, then on cucumber crops in Western Australia in July 2016, again on cucumbers in Queensland in 
March 2017 and more recently on cucumber crops on the Northern Adelaide Plains in South Australia. 

Although CGMMV is not considered to be established in South Australia. Biosecurity SA is working with 
the affected property owners to contain the disease and to eradicate CGMMV. 

Biosecurity SA is responding to the detection on the Northern Adelaide Plains by placing biosecurity 
restrictions on the infested properties, completing surveillance to determine how widespread the disease 
is, and working with affected growers to develop an appropriate eradication strategy. 

Biosecurity SA is also undertaking ongoing surveillance across South Australia to ensure CGMMV has 
not spread to other parts of the state. 

The virus infects fruit and vegetables belonging to the family Cucurbitaceae; including watermelon, 
cucumber, melons, zucchini, pumpkin, squash, bitter gourd and bottle gourd. It has also been found in 
Cucurbitaceae weeds.  

There are at least five strains of the virus and symptoms can vary between hosts. Other mosaic 
diseases, caused by potyviruses, are known to occur in Australia and express somewhat similar 
symptoms. This makes it difficult to visually identify CGMMV, which can only be conclusively established 
by laboratory testing. 

Cucumber green mottle mosaic virus (CGMMV) on greenhouse grown cucumbers. 
Photo by Dr. Weizheng (John) Zhang, Alberta Agriculture & Rural Development. 
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Report suspected detections to the Exotic Plant Pest Hotline. 

 

What does it look like? 

Seedlings 

Typical CGMMV symptoms can be mistaken for similar symptoms caused by other cucurbit viruses. This 
makes the visual identification of CGMMV difficult. 

Symptoms on young seedlings may be indistinct or difficult to recognize as being caused by a virus. In 
severe infections embryonic leaves may become yellow, but symptoms may not be apparent until more 
mature leaves emerge. 

Leaf 

On young leaves, vein clearing and crumpling may be apparent, while mature leaves may display 
mottling or mosaic patterns, or be pale, yellow, or yellow-white. 

Fruit 

Fruit may be symptomless—at least externally—or can become severely spotted or streaked and 
distorted, especially during high temperatures. In some cases, fruit showing no external symptoms may 
be internally discoloured or necrotic. This can be especially pronounced in watermelon. 

How is it spread? 

CGMMV can be easily spread and may remain viable for an extended period in plant debris and soil, or 
on vehicles, equipment and tools.  

The virus can be introduced into a crop in many ways, but contaminated seed and soil are among the 
most common. It can readily infect plants and survive and spread by several means, including:  

 Infection of roots in soil that is contaminated with infected plant debris and can spread through root-
to-root contact.  

 In water or in nutrient solutions in soil-less culture. 

 By mechanical transfer, especially in protected or high-input culture systems where plants are 
frequently pruned, staked, handled or touched. This can occur via contaminated machinery, 
clothing, or even the hands of persons who have come in contact with infected plants.  

 Packaging materials such as bins used for harvesting, storage or marketing fruit. Recycling of 
packaging materials should be avoided.  

 In field production by machinery, pickers and possibly by birds and other wildlife in the crop.  

 Infected rootstock plants and grafts.  

 Seed harvested from infected plants.  

The virus can remain dormant within the seed coat and entry of the virus into the plant normally occurs 
through entry of the virus into plant cells through plant wounds. Preliminary findings to date suggest that 
bees may play a role in the transmission of CGMMV. 

What to do 

Growers can put on-farm biosecurity measures in place to reduce the chance of pests and disease 
getting onto their properties. These include: 

 using pest-free propagation material and seedlings, sourced from a reputable supplier 

 putting up farm biosecurity signs on gates and fences to manage visitors coming onto your 
property 

 avoiding sharing equipment 

 keeping equipment and vehicles clean and free of plant matter 

 wearing clean clothing before visiting other growers’ properties 

 teaching farm workers on-farm hygiene practices, what to look for and how to report unusual 
pests and diseases. 

 


